
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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Aspecial assembly  was
held to to commemo-
rate the birth an-

niversary of Mahatma Gand-
hi, on October 2, 2021. The as-
sembly began with the school
prayer. An array of pro-
grammes was conducted by
the students of classes I to X
to pay tribute to the Father
of the Nation. The students
of the lower primary section
presented a beautiful rendi-
tion of their dance perform-
ance. The little ones also ded-
icated a song to cleanliness -
Swatchh Bharath, which is
the most valued message in

today's time. The students of
upper  primary section pre-
sented a skit - Gandhi  Ek Ya-
tra - depicting the life of Ma-
hatma Gandhi. Mahatma

Gandhi's contribution to-
wards India's
I n d e p e n -
dence, that is

matchless, was enlightened
through a dance perform-
ance. The students of class
VIII recited a compilation of
prayers - Sarvadharma

Prathna followed by a skit
that depicted Gandhi's jour-
ney from being an ordinary
to an extraordinary person
of great conviction and
truthfulness.

The assembly concluded
with the school hymn and the
National Anthem.

Our Vedas and sastras have always given us the most eye
opening insights about life and the world around us.
Recently, I came across a book which had contents of both

science and sastras completely blended together. I had never
read such a book before! The book explains 'senses of human
body' in both the perspectives of science and sastras. This book

changed the way I understood
sense organ. I loved reading this
book because it has all the intuition
that every person should be aware
of, and what's most amazing is the
relation between the science and
sastras in this book combine so well
that it makes this book worth read-
ing. Things I learnt from this book

are simple, that sastras can be written in relation to science and
vise versa. Apart from that, it is flooded with biology and
Sanskrit words with its meanings.
The way this book is presented to the read-
ers is amazing. The explanations are flaw-
less! By reading this book you can learn a lot
about two vast subjects, simultaneously!
Parikanksha Venkatesh,  former student, SJR
Kengeri Public School

Insightful writing that blends science and sastras!

D andiya Raas, a traditional folk
dance from Vrindavan, originated
as a devotional Garba dance per-

formed in Goddess Durga's honour. The sticks
(dandiyas) of the dance represent the swords of
Durga (used in her fight against Mahishasura).
Hence, it is also nicknamed 'The Sword Dance'. It's
popularly performed during the festive period of
Navratri. In light of the ongoing pandemic restric-

tions, why not make your own dandiya and enjoy
dancing at home to peppy beats.

MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR MAKING
DANDIYA STICKS:

Sheets of newspaper, scissors, fevicol, pom
pom, handmade sheets/glaze paper

sheets/gift wrapping sheets, glitters, 
ribbons/lace (gota patti) for decoration.

HOW TO MAKE IT: 
STEP 1 - Take sheets of newspaper
and roll it to make a stick. Paste the
edges with glue to secure it properly.
Roll as many newspaper sheets as
needed to ensure that the base is
sturdy and not bendy. Using the same
method, make another paper stick.  
STEP 2 - Now cover the newspaper sticks with colour-
ful sheets to give it a vibrant look. 
STEP 3 – For a more festive feel, you can decorate it
with mirrors, ribbons, gota patti lace, glitter etc. 
STEP 4 – You can also attach pom poms to the ends
of the dandiya with the help of thread. Your Dandiya
sticks are ready for use.

DHWANI GULATI, class VII,
Sacred Heart Sr Sec School

DANDIYA STICKS

Book: Sense
Perception in Science
and Sastras
Author: Collection of
papers by a group of
eminent scientists
and oriental pundits.

The other day travelling back home, I got stuck in a
traffic jam - rainy season and Bengaluru roads! Not
a good combination. "Neck rotations and shoulder

stretching whenever you are sitting too long", I remem-
bered my yoga teacher's instructions. As I did my neck ro-
tations, I noticed the small Ganesha idols lined up on both
sides of the road. Ganesh Chaturthi  approaching. For over
two weeks all television shows had  Lord Ganesha. Why
not? Ganesha is a favourite with all of us and popular in
Bollywood too. This made me ponder over how festivals in
Incredible India are being revived with new look celebra-
tions.

Festivals are periods of celebration and an important
part of Indian culture. They are a tool to bring life to a
state of exuberance and an expressive way to celebrate our
glorious heritage, culture and traditions. Festivals in In-

dia are not all about fasting and
feasting but they are imbued with
deep inner significance. Each fes-
tival has a historical importance
and sanctity of its own. While some
are religious, based on seasons, oth-
ers are of national significance.

Celebrations in India have un-
dergone sweeping changes, espe-
cially in urban India. Earlier our
identity used to be community-driv-
en, dependent on the region our
families came from. Now across
communities, there is participation
in all festive gatherings. People only
need an occasion to celebrate. Fes-
tivals are no longer about just wor-

shipping a deity or observing fast. The other day, I saw pho-
tograph of my nephew dressed up as Bal Gopal, uploaded
on social media. I initially thought he had participated in
a fancy dress competition, but soon realised the photo had
been uploaded to mark and cherish Janmastami celebra-
tions.

The social networking sites are flooded with photo-
graphs of cute little Krishnas and Radhas during Jan-
mastami or tiny Santas during Christmas. People like to
display their adorned houses during Diwali or a decorat-
ed pooja room during Durga Pooja or Ganesh Chaturthi,
on various platforms to shout out to the world that they
have observed or celebrated it.

Prior to the festivals and on D-day our chat windows
and instagram handles overflow with season greetings and
wishes. India is celebrating everything, but doing it dif-
ferently. Onam sadhya, henna application for Teej or  Kar-
va Chauth or enjoying a sumptuous platter during Eid is
not restricted to one community or one region, thanks to
booming commercialisation. People prefer gifting choco-
lates, assorted brownies or customised online gifts instead
of a simple 'mithai box'.

In the past people used to live in joint families and the
charm of celebrating festivals was entirely different com-
pared to that in nuclear families. But thanks to technolo-
gy, people are able to connect with anyone anywhere
through video calling, texting, meet link etc. They are able

to watch their loved ones celebrating in front of their eyes,
and they don't feel excluded. Festivals are now connecting
cultures. Technology has connected us with our culture
by enabling us to connect with people.

Ensuring cost effective, easy messages, e-cards and
greetings to everyone with ethical responsibility is the
eco-friendly method of celebrating festivals in the pres-
ent era. Festivals are celebrated not as a custom but as an
occasion. The ways in which festivals are celebrated may
have changed, but what is heartening is that the value and
ethics of the festivals are not disrespected. Everyone has
the right to choose their way of celebrating. We cannot
dictate how festivals should be celebrated, as situations
differ. But yes, celebrations now take place with great
grandeur.

As the saying goes time and tide wait for no man. We
need to remain abreast with changing times. The pandemic
has taught us to be more compassionate and we have start-
ed sharing and caring for others. People have probably un-
derstood each other more than they did earlier. We have
learnt to live in the new normal. This year may be the ef-
figies of Covid will mark the destruction of evil.

There is nothing wrong with change, it is part of our
life and it could be beneficial if it is in the right direction.

As we celebrate Dusshera, followed by Diwali, let us
hope that we can forget all the chaos of the past year and
more and embrace good hopes.

The changing face of
festivals and celebrations

PRINCIPALSPEAK

"It takes a village to raise a child", this is an
African proverb, but this is something that
we as Indians over the years and through

generations have known and realised. Having
known this, we wanted to reach out to our parent
community to find out how they are dealing with
the stress of doing everything from their home.

"Home" - is it still called the comfort zone or has
it changed for many of us. This no doubt, has had
an impact on children, but even parents are not
unaffected. So, we as a school community reached
out to parents in an informal way, through "Cof-
fee at VVP".

It was a small step towards bringing the com-
munity to school for some much-needed light in-
teraction with them. The lightened mood, the care
free atmosphere had our parents connect with us
in the most wonderful ways. With fun activities
and tips for parenting, we had them applaud each
other, smile and laugh like kids, share some mo-
ments of their own childhood, give some opinions,

debate on issues, etc.
Not only was it overwhelming for us, but it

served as the right ice-breaker after so many
months of just online interactions. We were left

with happy faces, super cool supportive parents
for us to fall back on. We got requests for more such
sessions with our main stakeholders.
Shilpa Kiran, Head of Cambridge

Bringing parents together helps connect and bond

VISHWA VIDYAPEETH -
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL

GANDHI JAYANTI

Life and contributions depicted

MITRA ACADEMY 

In the shoes of a teacher
Ateacher is not someone solely confined to a classroom. A teacher is the

sum total of wisdom, experiences, kindness, discipline and compassion.
An intellectual and spiritual guide, mentor with the purest intention of

seeing students spread their wings and take to the skies.
If someone were to ask me, 'What do you think is the most challenging pro-
fession?' I'd say being a teacher. 
Let me put myself in a teacher's shoes and walk you through the day. 
I wake up to the ringing alarm. Unlike you, I don't have the liberty
to put it to snooze. Who said being an adult was fun anyway?
A hot shower later, I find myself in the kitchen, prepar-
ing my breakfast and lunch, all the while reminiscing
the days when all I had to do was eat breakfast
and lunch. Once done I quickly rush to
school. Saying this as a 13-year-old and as
a 30-year-old has the same effect. Oh
no, school. Old habits, die hard. 
School, which was once a place to
have fun, learn, make friends has a dif-
ferent meaning for me now.  Everyday
is a challenge. It's ironical how even
though I am the one with a B.Ed qualifi-
cation, I end up learning something new,
each day. 
After the first hour, I finally sit in my cabin

and take a deep breath. Perhaps, not all 9-5 jobs are boring. I check my plan-
ner and prepare for the next class. 
Unlike students, we don't have the liberty to skip chapters. If you think study-
ing trigonometry is a pain, try teaching it to a bunch of uninterested teens.
Every Year. 
As the day passes by, lunch rolls over and before I know it, the last bell rings.
End of school? Yes, but end of work? No. 

I take the bundle of uncorrected books with me. Sometimes I fell
like the intelligence agencies should hire me. With all the

decoding I have been doing with these books lately,
maybe I could crack a few ISIS messages with the

same ease. Just saying. 
As a kid, I never thought I'd make notes,

always borrowed or copied them.
Today, as I sit here, preparing
notes for tomorrow's class, I
realise how much I have grown. I
have gained more knowledge
than any book could ever give
me and for that, I thank my
teachers. 
Anika Sharma, class X,  The
Oxford Senior Secondary
School

The school cele-
brated Mathru
Pooja on Octo-

ber 7, 2021. Children
participated virtual-
ly. Siddi Satvik of class IX spoke about the
significance of Mathru Pooja and Ananya
of class X sung a song.

In order to sow the seeds of parental re-

spect, particularly to-
wards the mother,
Mathru Pooja is cele-
brated. It is a way to in-
duce love and respect

for their mother. Mathru Pooja is based on
the concept of paying our respect to our
mother whom our culture sees as a repre-
sentation of Devi.

Inducing love, respect for mothers

CHINMAYA VIDYALAYA,
BANASHANKARI 
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Chumki Nath, 
principal, AFS ASTE



Q1:
Who holds the current
record for most hundreds in

a single cricket World Cup?
a. Martin Guptill

b. Chris Gayle

c. Sachin Tendulkar

d. Rohit Sharma

Q2:
Which sport’s competition
is known as the Sultan

Azlan Shah Cup?
a. Football

b. Cricket

c. Field Hockey

d. Tennis

Q3:
Which boxing punch style
is a quick, straight punch

thrown with the lead hand from
the guard position?
a. Cross

b. Jab 

c. Hook

d. Uppercut 

Q4:
Who is the youngest boxer
to win a heavyweight

title?
a. Muhammad Ali

b. Mike Tyson

c. Joe Frazier

d. James Toney

Q5:
MS Dhoni, captain of
team Chennai Super

Kings, was once a captain of
which other IPL team?
a. Delhi Capitals   b. Kerala Blasters 

c. Gujarat Lions   d. Rising Pune Supergiant

Q6:
Which professional boxer

is nicknamed the “Big

George”?

a. George Foreman

b. George Carpentier

c. George Jackson

d. George David

Q7:
Which country houses the

International Wrestling Hall

of Fame?

a. Canada

b. France

c. USA

d. Sweden

Q8:
Who invented the

“compound bow” used in

archery?

a. Horace A.Ford

b. Brady Ellison

c. Holless Wilbur Allen

d. Marco Galiazzo

Q9:
The world’s highest hockey

ground is located in _______

a. Chail

b. Shilaroo

c. Parwanoo

d. Delhi
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QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 1. d. Rohit Sharma   2. c. Field Hockey

3. b. Jab   4. b. Mike Tyson

5. d. Rising Pune Supergiant   6. a. George Foreman

7. c. USA   8. c. Holless Wilbur Allen   9. b. Shilaroo

MS Dhoni

A
lexander Zverev
won the clash of the
two most recent
Olympic gold
medallists at the

ATP Indian Wells on Tuesday,
holding off a fierce challenge
from Andy Murray despite an
equipment malfunction.

The 24-year-old German ad-
vanced to the fourth round,
coming from behind in both sets
to beat two time Olympic gold
medal winner Murray 6-4, 7-6
(7/4) in the combined women’s
and men’s tennis tournament
in the California desert. “I’m
happy about the match, how
everything went,” said Zverev.
“I think it was a very enter-
taining match. It was pretty
high level.”

Zverev won the Olympic
gold medal at the recent Tokyo
Games and former world No. 1

Murray won gold at both the
2012 London Olympics and in
2016 in Rio. Third-seeded Zverev
moves on to play Gael Monfils
of France who rolled over hard-
hitting South African Kevin An-
derson 7-5, 6-2. “You got to en-
joy what you’re doing. You got
to enjoy being out on the court.
You got to enjoy playing tennis,”
Zverev said. “After Wimbledon
I really enjoyed every second
that I was on court.”

Murray loses cool
Murray tossed his racquet sev-
eral times Tuesday after miss-
ing easy shots. The outbursts
were in contrast to Zverev, who
maintained his concentration
in the seventh game of the sec-
ond set when the laces on his
left shoe snapped. He continued
to play with the wobbly shoe but
then had to take an extra long

break between games so he
could swap out the laces. Mur-
ray seized the opportunity for a
bathroom break.

Zverev then won three of
the next five games which set
up the tiebreaker. Zverev went
up 3-0 in the second set tiebreak-
er, but Murray fought back to
get to 4-5 before Zverev finished
him off at the net. “I’m disap-
pointed because I obviously
want to be winning these match-
es,” Murray said. “I haven’t in
the last few months. Something
needs to change.”

In the night match, second
seed Stefanos Tsitsipas of
Greece came from behind to de-
feat Italian veteran Fabio Fogni-
ni 2-6, 6-3, 6-4 to reach the fourth
round. Tsitsipas will next face
Australia’s Alex De Minaur, who
defeated Chile’s Cristian Garin
in straight sets 6-4, 6-2. AFP

TOP SEEDS DROP OUT

I
n the WTA side of the draw,

unseeded Shelby Rogers upset US

Open runner-up Leylah Fernandez

in a marathon three-setter on a day

when more top seeds tumbled out.

Rogers outlasted Canadian teenager

Fernandez 2-6, 6-1, 7-6 (7/4) in two

hours and 34 minutes to reach the

quarter-finals.

Iga Swiatek became another top

seed casualty, losing in straight sets

6-4, 6-3 to Latvia’s Ostapenko in a

fourth round match. Swiatek’s exit,

combined with fourth-seeded Elina

Svitolina’s crushing 6-1, 6-1 defeat to

American Jessica Pegula, and No. 3

Barbora Krejcikova’s 6-1, 7-5 loss to

Paula Badosa, leaves 10th seeded

Angelique Kerber of Germany as the

top seed left in the draw.

Women’s top seeds fall in Indian Wells

Alexander Zverev
Photo: AFP

INDIA HAMMER TAHITI TO
MAKE QTRS IN THOMAS CUP

T
he Indian men’s bad-
minton team ham-
mered Tahiti 5-0 in a

Group C match to enter the
quarterfinals of the ongoing
Thomas Cup for the first time
since 2010.

It was a second straight
5-0 win for India, and ensured
India’s finish in top-two in
the four-team Group C. B Sai
Praneeth began the pro-
ceedings with a 21-5 21-6 win
over Louis Beaubois in the
just 23 minutes in the open-
ing singles. Sameer Verma
made it 2-0 with an easy 21-
12 21-12 victory over Remi
Rossi in 41 minutes. Kiran
George sealed the tie for In-
dia with a 21-4 21-2 thrashing
of Elias Maublanc in the
third men’s singles that got
over in only 15 minutes.

In the inconsequential
doubles matches, the pair of
Krishna Prasad and Vishnu
Vardhan achieved a 21-8 21-7
win in 21 minutes. In the fi-
nal doubles match of the day,

Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and
Chirag Shetty beat Maublanc
and Heiva Yvonet 21-5 21-3.

It is the first time since
2010 that the Indian men’s
team has made the quarter-
finals of the tournament.
Back then, they lost to In-
donesia in the quarters.

The Indian women’s team
also reached the Uber Cup
quarterfinals after they beat
Scotland 3-1 on Tuesday. PTI
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D
enmark became the
second team to qual-
ify for the 2022
World Cup finals
when they beat Aus-
tria by a single goal
as England were
frustrated by Hun-
gary at Wembley.

Joakim Maehle scored in the 53rd
minute to send the Danes to Qatar as they
build on their surprise run at Euro 2020 this
summer when they reached the semi-finals.
“You can only dream about things like this,”
said Denmark midfielder Pierre-Emile Ho-
jbjerg. “It’s crazy. This is huge for me, it’s
huge for the team, for Danish football and
for Denmark. With the age and quality we
have, we will only keep growing.”

The Danes join Germany, who qualified
on Monday, in the finals. Host nation Qatar
qualify automatically.

ENGLAND FALL BEHIND
England sputtered as a combative Hun-
garian side held them to a 1-1 draw. The
match was marred by ugly scenes at
Wembley as Hungarian supporters
clashed with stewards and police.
Gareth Southgate’s side fell be-
hind to Roland Sallai’s dis-
puted first-half penalty be-
fore John Stones stuck out
a boot to score the equalis-
er in the 37th minute from
Phil Foden’s cross. Harry
Kane failed to score in a
qualifier for the first time
in 16 games and was sub-
stituted as Hungary’s res-
olute defence kept a dis-
jointed England side at bay.
“We did not play at the level
we need to, simple as that,”
said Southgate.

England defender Ty-
rone Mings called for

harsher punishments for racism in football
after it emerged the trouble at Wembley had
flared after police had moved in to arrest a
Hungarian supporter for what police called

a “racially aggravated public order offence”.
Mings said: “Every time we speak on racial
abuse the punishments that follow never
seem in line with what has happened. “I
sincerely hope that if that is the case, the
punishments fall in line with what hap-
pened this time.”

England will be sure of reaching next
year’s finals if they take four points from
their final qualifiers against Albania and
San Marino in November.

STORMY WIN FOR
POLAND

Poland are second behind England in Group
I after a stormy win in Albania. Play was
halted and the teams left the pitch as fans
threw bottles after Karol Swiderski scored
the winning goal in the 77th minute. The
teams later returned to complete the game.

Scotland got a desperately-needed 1-0
win over the Faroe Islands, meaning they
need one more victory from their last two
games to secure a playoff spot as they seek
to reach a World Cup finals for the first time
since 1998. Lyndon Dykes scored for the
Scots for the fourth game running, as he
connected untidily with a Nathan Patter-
son cross to finally break the resistance of
the minnows.

Switzerland stayed in contention for
Qatar when they eased to a 4-0 win in
Lithuania with Breel Embolo scoring twice.
The Swiss are equal with Italy on 14 points
in Group C, but second on goal difference.

Ukraine were held to a goalless draw
by Bosnia-Herzegovina and lie second in
World Cup holders France’s Group D, just
a point ahead of Finland.

Teemu Pukki scored twice as the Finns
beat Kazakhstan 2-0 to become his coun-
try’s all-time leading international goalscor-
er with 33 goals, overtaking Jari Litmanen.

France, who won the Nations League
on Sunday by beating Spain, will not be in
action again until November. AFP

England held as Scotland, Switzerland stay in contention

My first bat was shaped of a coconut branch.

And from that day, all I wanted to do was be a cricketer..

Brian Lara, Trinidadian Cricketer THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2021

Cristiano Ronaldo scored a hat-

trick as Portugal thrashed

Luxembourg by 5-0, in a Group A

qualifying game for the 2022

World Cup on Tuesday. With a full

Algarve Stadium, the Portuguese

National Team entered at full

speed and at 17th minute, they

were already winning 3-0. 

Cristiano Ronaldo opened the

scoring through a penalty in the

8th minute. It took a little wait to

see Cristiano Ronaldo score

again, again with a penalty. The

captain of Equip das Quinas thus

reached 8 goals against the

Luxembourg team, which

became his biggest vic-

tim. Very close to the

end, Cristiano Ronaldo

completed the hat-trick

after a pass from

Ruben Neves on the

left side. This was

Ronaldo’s ninth goal

against Luxembourg and the

801st goal as a senior. ANI

RONALDO BAGS

HAT-TRICK 

Joakim Maehle
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